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New Heat Map iPad and iPhone App Helps People Follow the Stock Market
and Identify Opportunities

MarketDelta LLC, a global trading software provider,announced that it has released three
mobile software applications, one for the iPad and two for the iPhone, that visualize stock, ETF,
and global stock prices and provide a simple way for mobile users to follow the turbulent
domestic and international stock markets.

Chicago, IL (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- “One of the coolest finance apps I’ve run across” says Wayne
Thorp of the American Association of Individual Investors computerized investing division. “Furthermore, the
app is extremely intuitive and easy to use.”

Heat maps are striking stock market graphics featured on financial news networks every day, and in advanced
charting software for desktop computers. The app leverages the information of a heat map into a mobile
platform to help investors stay informed of market activity while on the go. Stock and ETF heat maps provide a
view of the big picture financial landscape but quickly narrow down opportunities.

With the vast quantities of financial data available, nothing distills all the information into an intuitive, readable
graphic like a heat map. Investors will enjoy the ease of use and ability to track stocks and sectors while on the
go. Astute investors will appreciate having important technical levels to rank stocks and ETF’s against.

Pricing and Availability
iPhone Stock and ETF Heat Map version $1.99, iPhone World Stocks Heat Map version $1.99, and Heat Map
for iPad version $4.99. The iPad version features more heat maps and more information. Available in the App
Store by visiting http://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/marketdelta-llc/id446869374.

About MarketDelta LLC
MarketDelta LLC was formed in 2003 and serves traders and investors in over 40 countries. MarketDelta offers
three distinct products which focus on traders and investors. More recently, MarketDelta has created a mobile
apps division to create software apps for Apple Inc. products.
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Contact Information
TrevorHarnett
MarketDelta LLC
http://www.marketdelta.com/products/heat-map
1-312-922-7800

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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